
Daniel Hands
An award winning graphic designer from Sheffield, 
skilled in print, brand and digital design.  
 
A strategic creative thinker with a great knowledge 
of the Creative Suite, current design software, and 
front end web design who has previously worked in 
Manchester at McCann, and at agencies in London, 
Leeds and Sheffield.

M : 07752423272
E : danhands94@gmail.com



National Rail

A redesign of the current National Rail application, 
designed for greater ease of use through the reintroduction 
of British Rail’s design style, and principals, adapted for the 
modern rail user.

Personal Project











Chivas Regal
Competition Brief

A  radical reinvention of the packaging for Chivas 18 Whiskey. 
Thermal inks on the new minimalist sleek exterior packaging 
respond to the temperature of the room.  
 
At 21oc you’ll see the contours of the highlands appear, where 
the whiskey is distilled, This indicates it’s the ideal temperature 
for drinking. 

Semi Finalist Coley Porter Bell Shine Award













Art Talks
Freelance Project

Branding created for a new series of guest lectures by artists 
taking place at the University of Lincoln. 
 
I’ve created a suite of implementations for the brand to show 
how it can be applied across printed and digital media.











Venatu
Print, Editorial, Brand Material

Work produced for doncaster based recruitment agency 
Venatu. Established in 2016 I have helped expand the brand 
across printed and digital media.

Completed whilst at Work Creative.









Sharing Guild
Competition Brief

Winner of the 2016 RSA Student Design Award

‘Design a new service to encourage more people participate in 
the sharing economy whilst also keeping it fair’.
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Through extensive research I found 
that workers in the sharing economy 
currently have no representation in 
one of the fastest growing economic 
sectors in the UK.

So I set out to create a new digital 
union system to help people better 
understand these new industries, and 
prevent them from being exploited in 
the future.











Sitwell Arms

A refresh of the Sitwell Arms brand to coincide with a 
new documentary being filmed at the venue. The new 
logos were designed to work at different sizes on different 
devices.

Brand Refresh





The roofline of the 18th century building provided the inspiration for the mark. As 
part of the original inn, this can be seen when you first arrive at the hotel.
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Degree Show
Art Direction, UI Design

I worked on the design of the degree show website for our 
graduating class of 2016.

I then art directed the photography and subsequent content 
management of the website which used rollover images to 
express elements of each students personalities. 






